
CCSF Computer Science Department Industry Advisory Board Meeting Minutes

Meeting was on Monday, May 12, 2014 from 6-8pm in Batmale 453.  The meeting was led by Craig 
Persiko, who also wrote the minutes and notes below.  It was attended by the following people:

Industry representatives:
Jaime Gago, Systems Engineer, Proximic
Ellen Spertus, Senior Research Scientist, Google
Matt Harrington, Developer Evangelist, Microsoft
Erez Morag, Senior Software Engineer, Disney Interactive
Marco Casalaina, VP Solution Management, Advanced Analytics, SAP
Dushan Leska, Software Engineer, Unknown Worlds Entertainment
Max McGuire, Technical Director, Unknown Worlds Entertainment
Justin Dossey, CTO, Podomatic Inc
Reenus Saim, Senior Systems Engineer
Ronnie Kirby, Infrastructure System Engineer, Ask.com

Patrick Mitchell, TechSF Program Manager, City and County of SF

CCSF Faculty:
Craig Persiko, Chair of Computer Science Department
Claudia DaSilva, CNIT Instructor
Greg Boyd, CS Instructor
Jason Schatz, CS Instructor

CCSF Students:
Jason Hoang
Arthur Wong
Thuong Ho
Nicholas Cartier
Dennis Mok
Yi Liu
John Graham
Jon Larsen
Michael Castillo
Tyler Brothers
Ryeland Gongora

Executive Summary / Highlights for Curriculum:

• QA could be separated from Build and Release Automation
• Students should have experience with GitHub, e.g. for homework submission
• C# is in demand.  ADO.NET and VB are out of date.  Sharepoint and Unity development are 

good combos with C#.
• Perl is on the way out
• Hadoop, Big Data are in demand
• Cloud administration is in demand, some exposure to Virtualization is most important at 



minimum
• In C++ certifiate, multithreading, distributed programming needed more than SQL.  Exposure 

to graphics, at least 2-D, is important too.

Rough notes from discussion:

Erez: Build and release separate from QA. QA front-end needed
Unity : awareness of 3D

Max: separate Build and Release from QA.  Version control needed 

Marco: submit homework via GitHub

Justin: Chef, Puppet

Matt: 5K developer jobs in Microsoft.  VB is out of date.  New: Enterprise development Certificate in 
C#.  ADO.NET 10 years old.  Entity Framework now.  Sharepoint development needed.  Unity 3D with
C#.  C++ is well connected with Windows.    He can offer curriculum.  

Justin: Perl on the way out (Ellen too)

Marco: Hadoop, big data missing.  Hive, Pig, Impala: run limited SQL on Hadoop.
Github has graph of source code popularity.  

Erez: Python skills hard to find (good suppliment)

Ronnie: DevOps , Cloud Administration needed, e.g. EC2.  With Configuration Mgmt.

Administering EC2 is part of big data
Hadoop and Linux are similar

Unit Testing, Automated, etc.  Writing tests helps developers to see their errors, write good code.
Null reference checks to avoid errors.  Read stack trace

Instrumentation along with testing (metrics, logging frameworks, getting out of black box, etc.) 
Snapshot of circumstances that lead to a failure. Good for operation

Production engineers use Xenos, Graphine. Draw conclusions from web traffic. JSON and such general
skills (versioning to get stats on application)

Erez: JSON taking over XML  (Claudia says that’s true in Web classes already)
Use JSON with Java, C++, etc. Too.  Data serialization

Max: In C++ certifiate, multithreading, distributed programming needed more than SQL.

Erez: Multithreading informs responsible coding.  “I might need a mutex here”.  Event-driven 
programming.  When do you need fresh data vs. Holding a permanent reference to the data?
Avoid or at least document assumptions.



Max: Awareness of Race conditions, other problems with multithreading programs.  

Matt: agree that SQL not needed with C++.  Data Structures and Algorithms key.

TOP NEEDS:

Justin: Web Application Programming

Marco: WAP too. Also config. Mgmt, source control

Matt: ASP.NET, SharePoint.NET, Algorithms

Dushan: JavaScript, C#.  Reason about game play

Max: Build Engineer, C#

Erez: C#, exposure to Unity, ability to work with graphics, Data Structures and Algo

Ronnie: Chef, Puppet (Ruby), understanding of Security, Cloud Platform

In operations: Python or Ruby
Capacity to learn and adapt with new tech

PROPOSALS for NEW CURRICULUM:

Student: JavaScript too basic.  A*, Convex Hull.  More focus on search algorithms

Matt: C# good to learn: small to large scale, fast, etc.  Unity is huge.  3-D modeling e.g. Blender.  C# is 
open source.  Sharepoint

Justin: JavaScript is huge: Node.JS.  Single page application on web site.  JavaScript on backend too.  

Matt: Skype is on JavaScript.  HackReactor does intensive JavaScript training

Boot camp advantage is bootcamp intensity. 

QA Build and Release is more hard-core control.

Erez and Max: QA looks at specs, plays games to find bugs.  That may be special to gaming 

QA, Build, Release, Packaging, etc. Getting more specialized.  Jenkins, Puppet, Chef are hottest now.

Ronnie: Release Engineer shortage

Matt: At least as many QA engineers as developers in Microsoft

Justin: QA and Build/Release are separate

Justin: Node.JS, CouchDB, JQuery, Angular, 



QA Principles:  Specifications, verification, etc.

Student: CSS, Database, JavaScript combo is lacking

Matt is teaching at Microsoft in Sunnyvale: JavaScript class this summer for AP grads.  Using Angular, 
database, testing, caching/scaling

Ability to pick best framework for a circumstance is important

Max: Graphics: JavaScript with WebGL easier to get into than Unity.  E.g. Learning to write a shader
3-D math is critical (matrix algebra – transformations) 

Erez: Multimedia is an old term.  Shaders, graphic programming not so entry level.  Game 
programming certificate needs vocabulary for art and graphics, math for at least 2-D graphics.

Cloud administration: AWS (Android Web Services) OpenStack, Theory behind tools: Infrastrucure as 
a Service, Platform as a Service, etc.  Virtualization experience

Matt: Azure is free to students.  Can run Linux VM’s

Justin and others: some exposure to Virtualization is most important. Doesn’t matter if it’s Azure, AWS,
or whatever.  

Providing service of cloud is important – that perspective.

Reniu – medical device firmware. Real-time OS e.g. QNX, 

Raspberry Pi, controlling servos, 

Understanding of memory issues with hardware is important.

ADVICE FOR JOB SEEKERS:

Erez: degree doesn’t matter so much.  More about communication and problem solving.
Complexity and Resource Mgmt – good choice of algorithms

Ellen: Problem solving test may be on your own time.

Erez: Big plus: willing to look at your work after the fact, finding your own bugs is great.

Ability to adapt to changes is important in applicants.  So is teamwork

Matt: Publish apps: very important.  Contributing to open source projects too.

Marco: Stack Overlow posts can be key to hiring



E-mailed input from those who could not attend:

From: David Barrett <dbarrett@expensify.com>
Date: Mon, May 5, 2014 at 2:58 PM
Subject: Re: CCSF CS Industry Advisory Meeting next Monday 5/12
To: "Craig A. Persiko" <craig.persiko@mail.ccsf.edu>

Hi Craig, I'm flattered to be invited!  I've glanced over the curriculum, and honestly they look really 
good.  My only suggestion would be to incorporate some kind of broader "life coaching" sort of class 
to help people determine: what do they want to accomplish in their life, and what is their plan for doing
it?

This might sound obvious, but most people really don't have any idea what they want to do, and so 
therefore never really make a point to try anything -- and thus don't really accomplish anything.  Great 
people have put serious thought into what they want to spend their life doing, and are actually trying 
hard to do it.

I think the best thing you can do with your students would be to stoke their ambition for some life-long 
goal, and then to help them get started on that goal.  One way to help with that might be with a roster of
guest speakers.  It's not really focused on any specific technical skill so I'm not sure exactly what class 
it'd fit into.  Maybe it's not a class at all.  Maybe you just book like one speaker per month, and then 
promote the speaker through *all* your classes, trying to bring together a serious audience.  The bigger
your audience, the better a speaker you'll get.

Anyway, if you did such a thing, I'd be happy to attend and help out.  Regardless, even without that, it 
looks like a good curriculum -- especially the focus on PHP, Linux, MySQL, and all the basics.

Good luck to you!

-david
Founder and CEO of Expensify

----------------------------------------------------------

From: Ron Lichty <Ron@ronlichty.com>
Date: Mon, May 5, 2014 at 6:27 PM
Subject: Re: CCSF CS Industry Advisory Meeting next Monday 5/12
To: "Craig A. Persiko" <craig.persiko@mail.ccsf.edu>

A few comments on a couple questions:

• Programming in C# for Windows development – as an option in the C++/Java certificates, or 
better as a separate certificate? More focused on Web or Windows?

I find the Bay Area programming community split. One group programs Microsoft technologies. The 
other programs Java and open source languages and frameworks (Python, Ruby, PHP, Rails, Perl, 
Drupal, Django, Groovy, Scala, etc. - the LAMP stuff). Neither knows the other exists. A Java/LAMP 
consulting group will find itself with a Microsoft project and have no clue where to find a C# 
programmer. And vice versa. (Yet there are hundreds of Microsoft programmers who show up for the 



Bay.Net user groups and hundreds of Bay Area user groups for Java and the LAMP technologies.) All 
of which would lead me to suggest that you're looking at two certificates - that they're not options of 
each other.

• Other certificates we should be offering?

DevOps. Not sure if a community college could pull it off. But you might do it better than anyone else, 
too.

• Advice for Job Seekers

Not to repeat the drumbeat / mantra I've made at virtually all MPICT meetings, but...

Teach them TDD, pair programming, team programming, to be self-organizing, to step up, to program 
to product vision and company mission not be literal order-takers... Teach them the Extreme 
Programming practices (and expect them to use them to deliver their classwork, so that at the end of 
your program they can sound truly intelligent and experienced with them) and they'll be as employable 
as programmers with experience.

• Is a BS degree important?

Some people look at degrees. Most of us look for experience and motivation. Desire to program.

And a few more of us every year look for empathy for customers. For programming anything with a 
front end, it should be 100% of us. Still lame hiring practices out there, imo.

Ron Lichty


